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Altering the landscape a wallow at a time; a Sambar deer. 

RE DEER 

There’s no question that deer are present in the Australian Alps. They’re an introduced 

mammal and there’s also no doubt that their numbers and range are both on the increase. And 

these facts – rolled together  –  have produced an uncertainty among land managers, both 

conservation and agricultural-minded. In short, they need to know more about each species 

(there are three in the spotlight). How many animals currently are there in the Alps? Where are 

they? How do they behave in these landscapes? What might their impact on the Alps be in the 

short and longer terms? What follows is a round up of where things are at, courtesy of three 

people who are in the thick of it. 

 

 



GETTING THE INFO WE NEED 

                                       of the National Parks and Wildlife Service (NSW) and Senior 

Research Scientist at the Office of Environment and Heritage. Commissioned three years ago by the 

                P o   m  o  ook                            ’    oj c              o   c o        

findings available in spring*. The basis of the project is disarmingly simple, to determine what 

evidence there is to help support deer control. His approach has been efficient, making good use of 

existing resources. 

“B                k o       q     o        R         c o                    c     of j      c  o   

were ask    o    c  b          y k o   bo                    c .” T  o             o          of 

questions, what these people see and observe was then brought together to form a rough sketch of 

which deer species is where, and what impact this is having, if any. 

This was then followed by a desktop risk assessment where Andrew took an existing list of the 

endangered species – Alps wide – and, looking at the biological attributes of those species, selecting 

those more likely to be impacted by deer. In other words, spot the hot spots where co-existence is 

taking place, and in doing so, create a short list to focus further study and targeted management. 

It was then time to enter the field, to visit some of these sites and pick up evidences of deer presence 

– a key step to close the information loop. (And as a quick-side order, Andrew also took a close look 

at deer scats to determine whether deer may be helping to spread plant weed species.) 
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This concern is based on the fact that currently there is likely no means to control these animals at a 

landscape scale – evidenced by the fact that between thirty and forty thousand deer are shot in 

Victoria each year by recreational hunters, yet the population is growing. 

B              ’  mo          o          y c       . I                     o ’    m      m        o 

national park              . “I  V c o           c                               c        y         y    o 

occ   o                 m  c     o  o                          .” T             ock             m   

deer actually out-number the stock animals. 

 



      o ’    m                   ff c   o     o       k :            m        o paddock plantings. 

W      o                ? W       o   o        ’    oj c                        m  c   of      

species in the Australian Alps, means to limit deer numbers across an often inaccessible landscape 

spanning two states and one territory are highly challenging. But what we soon will have, is more 

information about the degree and effects of deer being a part of that landscape, and a good idea of the 

areas where we need to gather more information. 

A NSW SNAPSHOT 

In the Alps in New South Wales, the two main players are the Fallow and Sambar deer. At present, 

Fallow deer tend to occupy areas of open woodland, especially where they abut native grasslands or 

introduced pasture. The Sambar, despite being an Asian rainforest species, is now found in the 

Australian Alps across a range of vegetative communities, including up above the tree-line and into 

the alpine bogs. When compared with the situation in Victoria, the number of bog areas currently 

affected is fewer, but as Andrew Claridge points out, that could change quickly. 
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location you know you have a resident population - the wallow plays an important social role – and 

        y     k       y      o   o     o  o    y. T  y’       c              c     o        . 

 

Lomatia myricoides showng the effects of deer browsing. 

THE WAVE IS YET TO BREAK ON THE ACT 

The situation in the ACT is interesting. In terms of deer numbers and impac     ’            y   y   o 

     ’    m   o          fo m   o         o  c     o        . B        ’  c       y  o       of 
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witnessed the situation both in Victo   ’         N   o    P  k     NSW’  Kosciuszko National 

P  k. “I           f     o     y               b         c      bo              mb                 k o   
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Currently three deer species are present, thanks to deliberate releases in the 19
th

 century by 
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releases in the 1980s from commercial deer farms following the downturn of the venison industry. 

Fallow, Red and Sambar –    y’                o    y                         y           c     c     

to some degree they may be best thought of as three distinct pests when working out how best to 

manage deer in the Alps. 
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           ’   o  b       o  of       c  o    y of          c    – their biology, impacts and 

management –                   co   x . W   o ’  y   have a good handle on them.” 

Knowing that they are one, possibly small, step ahead of the deer, ACT Parks have been busy. A 

formal live and ongoing database has been created which records the numbers and location of the 

deer species to build a comprehensive picture of how many deer are out there and where. To pre-empt 

an urban invasion into Canberra itself, given its layout makes it susceptible, a peri-urban Fallow deer 

monitoring program was carried out which happily has shown that apart from occasional sightings 

there is no established or establishing population inside the bounds of the city. 

Sambar deer, which occur in large numbers in Victoria and NSW are known to be moving north, and 

prior to their arrival in any sort of numbers the ACT, a long-term project has been set up to discover 
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within the exclosures to that outside and assessing change.” 

Using the only approved method in the ACT for humane deer control, on ground shooting, a pilot 

control program began this year in a test zone known to be supporting a rapidly increasing Fallow 

deer population. Over two sessions in spring and again in autumn, over 40  fallow were shot by 

professional shooters. The results of this culling program, at the end of three years will help to 

determine how effective this is as a long-term, stand alone, control method. 

With a task like this, working collaboratively is a must. Those charged with managing deer across the 

agencies operating in the Alps know each other and trade information frequently. Oliver Orgill also 

 o     o          ’   o  j                   c                     T are in discussions with landholders 

engaged in rural production – grapes, sheep and cattle – to determine if they are being adversely 

 ff c    by     . “I ’      y   y  b           ook            o        of   f  x b       o c  of co-

ordinated control across multiple land tenures.” 

DEALING WITH RESIDENT DEER 

Dan Brown, Manager of Regional Planning in Eastern Victoria, is part of a team from Parks Victoria 
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involved since 2012 when it was becoming increasingly apparent that deer numbers were growing 

and that deer were having negative impacts on the landscape. Three years on, and the Alpine National 

Park Deer Control Trial is underway, designed to determine if control measures can help protect the 

landscapes which are taking the greatest beating –         c                     . S y       “W  c   

see the impacts –         c    . I ’   o    c    of    ’       f    c    o  om        bo         

impacts.” 

The trial is to take place across two areas: the Southern Alps on the Wellington-Howitt plains 

northeast of Licola; and the Bogong High Plains, south of Falls Creek. In each area, two study sites 
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within one while the remaining site will act as a point of comparison. 

Control will take the form of four to six weekly shooting operations where a select group of volunteer 

deer hunters will use their skill to humanely shoot as many deer within these sites as possible. 

“W ’           m         bo                          oc    o          S o      S oo     

Association of Australia. A select number of their members – those with a conservation accreditation 

who are highly skilled both in safety and in the humane management of animals – will be working 

with us.” 

I ’      y   y                 b       f m          o     k               d by around 20 volunteers. 

No shots were fired, but preparations were made for the first live operation which took place in late 

May on the Bogong High Plains. Four Parks Victoria staff and 12 volunteers went out overnight in 

anything but balmy weather and   mo    fo       . “ o       o            o       ’     o  o      y 

 o  o  om          fo  co        o      o      o   y  om    c   q       y’    o       b fo        o 

                 y’    o      .” If      o    o       fo  o              of         co trol sessions, by 

winter 2016 there will be a clearer picture of whether deer activity has been reduced. 

Whatever is revealed, it will be more than simply a case of anecdotal observations thanks to the series 

of camera traps and deer impact monitoring plots that have been set. The baseline monitoring data 

was in hand before the first operation, and the motion sensor cameras will be photographing 

throughout the trial. Armed with protocols to assess changes in levels of deer damage to peatlands 

and deer abundance, there will be a better idea of how effective the control measures have been in 

helping to maintain a balance between the landscape and these introduced animals. 

*To find out more about the Deer in the Alps project, email Andrew Claridge 

(Andrew.Claridge@environment.nsw.gov.au) post July. 

snippets 

HOW ALPINE SEEDS BEHAVE: The National Seed Bank and Centre for Australian National 

Biodiversity Research at the Australian National Botanic Gardens and CSIRO are in year two of a 

three-year project studying seed persistence in Alpine Bogs and Fens. The aim is to understand alpine 

bog and fen soil seed banks to better manage them and inform restoration and management practices. 

So f     ’  b    fo    that seed of our 13 study species are persisting and surviving in the soil seed 

b  k fo      o 21 mo    . T  y’     o      om                       of     o     o m  cy     

germination cycling which means that even with the right conditions for germination (e.g. adequate 

water, temperature and light) the proportion of seeds that germinate varies significantly between 

seasons. The majority of species are most responsive to germination triggers during spring. 

Conversely, even when germination triggers are present, the seeds have a low germination capacity 

during autumn. - Sabrina Sonntag, National Botanic Gardens  

WHEN BOGS AND FENS INSPIRE ART: The Australian National Botanic Gardens hosted 

the Their Story: Craft ACT Artist-in-Residence exhibition in April, showcasing the processes three 

artists used to develop their final craft works from the 2014 Craft ACT Artist-in-Residence program, 

with the theme of environmental protection of bogs and fens. The artists immersed themselves for a 

sustained period of time in alpine bogs and fens in Namadgi National Park (in situ) followed by a 

research period within the Gardens (ex situ) exploring initiatives that aim to conserve these 

endangered communities. The bogs and fens theme gave the artists an opportunity to link ideas, 

impressions and emotions from their field experience with research at the Gardens and develop their 

understanding of the plants and the environment. - Sabrina Sonntag, National Botanic Gardens  

mailto:Andrew.Claridge@environment.nsw.gov.au


THE MOUAT TREE: means much to some. And there-in lies the essence of our cultural heritage. 

An artefact of significant value to those in the know, but for too many of us we might well just walk 

by. So it is that border reference tree no H87, the Mouat tree – named after Harry Mouat of the 

original survey team, has been rescued.  Airlifted to the Namadgi Visitor Centre this original border 

marker will be carefully preserved, and its story well interpreted.  The project was launched last 

month and received some good publicity in ACT media. - Brett McNamara, ACT Parks & 

Conservation Service 

MOUNTAIN BIKE MAGIC: On Sunday 17
th

 May 2015, the ACT Parks and Conservation Service 

(PCS) in conjunction with Pedal Power ACT held a rather unique Ranger Guided Activity complete 

       b   of  yc          mo       ’ of     B     b     R     . I              k o   f c       o  y   
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with the Australian Alps from a mountain bike. With a spirit for adventure and a desire to experience 

what the mountains have to offer, the sights, sounds and senses are truly rewarding. A total of twelve 

cyclists turned up for the frosty morning start. Heading out from Bulls Head picnic ground, once the 

highest mountain village in the ACT the tour ventured along the Mt Franklin Road calling in to the 

historic Mt Franklin Ski Precinct, before dropping down to the spectacular Bendora Arboretum. The 

historic Arboretum is home to more than 50 different species of conifers, larches, spruces, firs and 

white pines planted here in the early to mid-1900s. Some lunch and fresh mountain air re-energised 

the riders for the steady climb back up to Bulls Head via tree fern lined trails. In all the tour covered 

about 38 km in just a few hours. One of the great aspects of this bike ride was that the mountain bikes 

     y             o   fo m   f            o c  co     c    fo   o      o      o   b ck        1950’   

as such the gradient was kind to our legs, with just a couple of hills to invigorate the heart rate. Tour 

participants had a great experience and found it a great way to learn about the natural and cultural 

    o y of         .    o   cyc       o    “b      b    o   c           m       o y of          from 

thousands of years ago through to the 1940's and '50s was fascinating. I hope there will be more 

              f     !” P S    ff              o   o        o     mo       b k   o      S     .  – 

Jasmine Foxlee, ACT Parks & Conservation Service 

 

ACT Parks staff captured in lycra at Mt Franklin Chalet: Dean Freeman, Oliver Orgill, Brett 

McNamara, Jasmine Foxlee and Bethany Dunne.  



FROM WORST TO BEST: That positive frame of mind is highly present in the NPWS Khancoban 

staff. They now reside in their brand new office cum visitor facility.  Four field officers, two rangers 

           m   m       J    S x o   o                    of   ‘G           ’           c   o 

undertake their daily duties. A partnership project between NPWS and Tumbarumba Shire Council 

provides a marvellous space for both KNP staff and KNP visitors alik . I ’     o         -up to 

manage fire and emergency operations.  If you are passing through, ensure yourself a perusal of this 

fine establishment. - Matt White, NSW NPWS 

STEEN GYN: And as soon as Steen Gyn had heard of the new office at Khancoban so he has 

promptly transferred there.  Steen has a wealth of experience in NRM and rangering.  He will be 

looking after the Geehi/Maragle areas of KNP.  Welcome Steen. - Matt White, NSW NPWS 

SCOTT SEYMOUR: NPWS Queanbeyan and the Alps Programs Stakeholder Engagement Ref 

Group will miss the skills and happy disposition of Scott Seymour. But he has not moved too far off, 

now undertaking the Area Manager role for southern Canberra parks with the Parks and Conservation 

Service. - Matt White, NSW NPWS 

AIM SETTLES IN: The Alps Intensive Management Program (AIM) which has been running on a 

year-to-year basis for the last 4 years, now has some permanency with recurrent funding of $1.25m 

for the 2015-16 year. The allocation will be principally targeted at invasive species (plant and 

animal), but also high priority native species management as also a small amount for niche visitor 

service actions. – Andrew Nixon, AAnp Program Manager 

PARKS VIC PEOPLE MOVES: Scott Cunningham, long-term Mt Buffalo ranger is moving to PV 

Yarrawonga. Thanks to (our second) Scott who also contributed good work to the Stakeholder Eng 

Ref Group. Come September Wayne Foon from the Alps Heyfield Office will be replacing Scott but 

in the interim is filling in for Mick Keenan at the Mt Beauty Office, Omeo has farewelled team leader 

Jethro Bangay to the Regional Operations Team and ranger Deb Cross also heads to Bairnsdale, but 

still working for the Area Chief Ranger eastern alps. Lou Wigg is the new District Operations 

Coordinator covering Baw Baw NP activities.Tina Konstantinidis, ranger at Heyfield is on a 

corporate secondment as the Government and Ministerial Correspondence Support Officer in the 

Chief Executives office. – Andrew Nixon, AAnp Program Manager 

THE PEATLANDS ARE LOOKING GOOD: The Australian Government is partnering with Parks 

V c o             No    E     E    G             W    G        ’     c m    M     m    

Authorities to ensure the protection of the EPBC listed Alpine Bogs and Associated Fens Community 

across the Victorian Alps. The Victorian Alpine Peatland Protection Program is an initiative jointly 

funded through Parks Victoria, the West Gippsland Catchment Management Authority and the 
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East Gippsland Catchment Management Authorities). The initiative, provides $2.2M over 3.5 years to 

help minimise threat impacts and maintain the condition of the Victorian Alpine Peatlands. The 

funding has provided an opportunity for land managers to significantly improve the health of the 

catchment in the Victorian Alps. The program consists of on ground pest animal and plant control and 

peatland rehabilitation work. These activities are accompanied by cross-regional strategic work which 

includes fire risk management, deer control trial and peatland condition monitoring. In addition to 

this, specific engagement activities for both Traditional Owners and the broader community has been 

occurring. The first stage of this program has been completed and is following on the back of a 

similar program conducted under the Caring for our Country initiative. The Victorian Alpine Peatland 

Protection Program will be continuing for three more years. During this time, work will continue to 

reduce the impacts from threats, allowing the integrity of these systems to be maintained and improve 

their resilience to future events. - Monica Hersburgh, Parks Victoria 



FERAL HORSE UPDATE: The Bogong High Plains, passive horse trapping program ran 'til the 

end of June, with just over 150 horses removed and rehomed since 2010. Twenty six animals were 

trapped this season to date, over about 30 trap nights, which took place during a few weeks of bad 

weather - wind and rain - plus the real challenge of accessibility given the track system was either 

mud or snow. Thanks to all who assisted in the operation of this logistically challenging program.  - 

Rudi Pleschutschnig, Parks Victoria 

 

GLORIA IS GOING STRONG: The GLORIA program - Global Observation Research Initiative in 

Alpine Environments - has a number of field sites in Kosciuszko National Park. The global project 

monitors alpine vegetation changes in a systematic way on alpine summits worldwide.  The last 

vegetation survey at the Australian sites was in January 2011. Susanna Venn from ANU is the key 

Aussie contact for GLORIA, or visit GLORIA at, http://www.gloria.ac.at – Andrew Nixon, AAnp 

Program Manager 

MARK THAT TRACK: For those of you connected to the management of the Australian Alps 

Walking Track an AAnp Program sponsored re-order of both the AAnp totem symbol and the AAWT 

yellow markers has been made. Both sets of markers are in the care of ranger team leader Kevin 

Cosgriff at the PV Mt Beauty office. Contact Kev to source your requirements -

 kevin.cosgriff@parks.vic.gov.au – Andrew Nixon, AAnp Program Manager 

SNOWSENSE:          o      b ckco    y              o       o y      c       by  o        . I ’  

in its early days and is planned to develop further in time ahead.  NSW and Victoria Police (S&R), 

ski resorts, and land managers have met with Simon Murray the driving force behind the initiative 

and will continue to discuss how agencies may possibly participate.  Have a look at the 

website  www.snowsense.net.au , you may have some thoughts to contribute. – Andrew Nixon, AAnp 

Program Manager 

MOUNTAINS OF OUR FUTURE EARTH PHOTO COMP:  In conjunction with this 

international conference a photography competition is being held, but does close very soon – 

31
st
 July.  The categories of Dynamic Mountains, Sustainable Mountains, and Mountain Stories may 

well appeal to you.  See the website for further details http://mri.scnatweb.ch/en/events/photo-

competition – Andrew Nixon, AAnp Program Manager 

http://www.gloria.ac.at/
mailto:kevin.cosgriff@parks.vic.gov.au
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SEND IN YOUR NEWS: If you have a new member who has recently joined your Alps workplace 

team, or an Alps related project or program that other Alps-minded people would like to hear about, 

contact Andrew Nixon, Alps Program Manager.  
 
News from the Alps (in magazine and newsletter format) is published by the Australian Alps national parks. Program Manager and Editor: Andrew Nixon: Parks Victoria office, 46 Bakers Gully Rd, BRIGHT Vic 

3741. Andrew.Nixon@parks.vic.gov.au   For more information about the Alps, including information about the Parks, other publications and news, visit the Australian Alps Web 

Page: www.australianalps.environment.gov.au  Thankyou to those who have made time to be interviewed; and to the photographers for their images. Without this support, News from the Aps would not be 

possible. 
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